This study was majorly inspired by Grange et al 2019 to use a random forest model (RF) to train, validate and predict the air quality concentration in a megacity of Argentina. Although the methodology is not new, this study has the potential to have a significant improvement to fill the data gap given the reason that some monitored trace gas concentrations were lacking but the pollutants are becoming a concern for local authorities. (line 145- 150) I would like to propose a few major revisions for the authors of this manuscript. After done with that improvement, I think it would be strong enough to publish on earth system science data:

- Random forest models indeed are easy and quick to train. But if this study is only focusing on predicting the time series of pollution during COVID-19, there are better and more efficient machine learning models such as ARIMA compared with random forest. The key reason for many studies that authors mentioned in this article used RF is because it could provide key components reflecting the non-linear relationship among emissions, chemical reaction, and meteorological effects. Please see figure 3 in Grange et al 2019 and figure 1 in Yang et al. It is easy to generate that Gini importance either through python or R. Since this code the authors used were based on R, I would suggest they follow the code from Grange et al 2019 to generate the Gini importance plot. After getting those plots, you can compare your RF results with the reasons from previous literature to see if it makes sense.
The authors also mentioned several times the meteorological impacts on air pollution. The earliest signal has been seen during COVID was the study in China from Le et al, 2020 which authors may consider mentioning this study result. Then it would also be beneficial to consider using RF models to generate new predictions by normalizing meteorological factors. This would give the third line in each panel of figure 3. You can do this by following the methodology in figure 5 of Grange et al 2019 and figure 2 of Yang et al 2021. Vu et al 2019 made an additional improvement to weather normalization which you may also consider using this methodology.

The description of details of why and how to interpret bivariate polar plots here is vague. The reason that Grange 2019 used this bivariate polar plot is that they wanted to prove that wind influence the dispersion of pollutants. Therefore it's better to show the meteorological impacts from the above suggestions that I mentioned first. Then applying a bivariate polar plot by combining with winds components if the meteorological impact is the dominant factor here.

For the relationship between NO\textsubscript{2} and diesel please refer to Yang et al 2021. You can also consider normalizing other anthropogenic factors besides meteorology based on the result from the first suggestion.
Please indicate how much data by # not percentage is used for training and how much
data is used for validation/prediction. Due to some restrictions of the monitoring
campaign, please indicate how the authors dealt with inadequate data for specific
variables.
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The clarity and context need significant improvement to better draw out why the results are significant.